Isomerization of Asp-Asp motif in model peptides and a monoclonal antibody Fab fragment.
Isomerization of aspartyl (Asp or D) residues is a critical degradation route to consider for stable monoclonal antibody formulations. Among the known hotspot sequences, the DD motif is relatively understudied. To gain mechanistic insights, we used model hexapeptides, YADXFK, YADDXK, and DIDDDM, as surrogates for the hotspots in a Fab protein (YADDFK and DIDDDM), to characterize the rate-pH profile of Asp isomerization. Compared with the YADGFK peptide, isomerization of D3 (the first D in the DD pair) in YADDFK was highly pH dependent. Comparison of rate-pH profiles of YADDFK, YADNFK, and YADHFK revealed a charge effect of the n + 1 residue-isomerization rate is accelerated by the positive side chain and reduced by negative side chain at n + 1 residue. Studies on YADDFK, YADDAK, and YADDGK indicated a mutual impact of D3 and D4 on their respective isomerization rates through charge effect. Comparison of rate-pH profile of DIDDDM sequence in peptide models with that in the complementary determining region of the Fab showed a faster rate in the Fab than in peptides, presumably because of contribution from structural factors in the former.